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The Entrepreneurial 

Network (TEN CoMS) 

organized a Webinar on 1st

December 2020, it went 

live on official Facebook 

page of KIET…..
(Continue reading on page 06)

TEN-CoMS organized 

‘Visionaries 1.0’ an 

intercampus virtual 

startup contest on 16th & 

17th January 2021. The 

participants of the contest 

were from the 

Entrepreneurship, Social 

Advocacy, and 

Entrepreneurship project 

Courses. A total of 10 

projects were shortlisted.
(Continue reading on page 05)

The Entrepreneurial 

Network (TEN) – CoMS

is an incubation centre

by Karachi Institute of 

Economics and Tech. The 

objective  of TEN CoMS

is to promote 

entrepreneurship and 

innovation as a 

mechanism for social 

impact. 
(Continue reading on page 02)
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Welcome to TEN-CoMS, we know that

Entrepreneurship is one of the crucial building blocks of

any economy these days, and following this approach we

have launched TEN-CoMS, a Startup Incubation

supported by the Department of College of Management

Sciences. To keep the excellence of startups TEN-CoMS

is providing intensive mentoring sessions, workshops,

and webinars of relevant field related entrepreneurial

experts and professionals. We also provide mentors to

the students to polish their journey of entrepreneurial

venture with professional guidance, along with the

assistance in procuring seed funding and equity capital.

TEN-CoMS follows “Fail-Fast” attitude. Speed is the key

to surviving and excelling in the fierce competition in the

market..

MS. Rozina Imtiaz 

In-Charge TEN CoMS

It is pleasure to know that the Entrepreneurial Network

of the College of Management Sciences (TEN-CoMS) has

become progressive in the incubation process of the

entrepreneurial projects of our students. A big thumbs

up for the whole team of TEN-CoMS.

Our goal is to empower the startup ecosystem of

Pakistan. Here, at KIET (Karachi Institute of Economics

& Technology), we ensure the provision of quality

education that will enable the students for significant

contributions both towards the development of their

professional careers as well as the progress of their

country. Our office space, investment programs &

international network facilities the incubates to achieve

their entrepreneurial excellence.

Dr. Adnan Anwar 

Director CoMS

WELCOME MESSAGES 

The Entrepreneurial Network (TEN) – CoMS is an incubation centre by Karachi Institute of Economics and Technology.

The objective is to promote entrepreneurship and innovation as a mechanism for social impact. The Centre serves as a

launch pad and support system which is meant to facilitate aspiring entrepreneurs and start-ups in initiating their business

ideas and turning them into viable business models. The whole theme behind the TEN is to create a conducive work

environment for young entrepreneurs. The aim of TEN is to back the young help the young minds, pass through the infant

vulnerable tenure of their start-ups, when environment can be significantly more hostile in a developing economy where

services remain inadequate, inaccessible or expensive.

About Us
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ADVISORY & MENTOR BOARD
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Student Body

TEN CoMS Committee Members

Cohort 01 Startups
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Visionaries 1.0

On 16th & 17th January 2021, TEN-CoMS organized ‘Visionaries 1.0’

an intercampus virtual startup contest. The participants of the contest

were from the Entrepreneurship, Social Advocacy, and

Entrepreneurship project. A total of 10 projects were shortlisted based

on the business ideas, financials, and BMC models. For the participants

and viewers guidance workshops, guest speaker sessions, and

mentorship sessions were conducted. The Jury Panel was provided by

National Incubation Center (NIC).

Ms. Rozina Imtiaz (in-charge TEN-CoMS) welcomes all the

participants, guests, viewers and briefs them about incubation

Committee members, Advisory Board, Mentorship Board, and Student

Entrepreneurship Society. Mr. Jalal Ahmed Khan (Senior Faculty) gave

the opening speech, he gave insights about entrepreneurship and

motivated the teams with his past experiences. Later on, the Student

body of TEN-CoMS elaborated the rules to the teams Ms.Bina ul Haq

(International Expansion Consultant) delivered the Key Note speaker

session, shared examples of successful global entrepreneurs. Dr. Khalid

Abbas (Co-Founder Kzetta Technologies AB) shared his own

entrepreneurship experiences along with the traits and examples of

successful entrepreneurs. They also took queries from the

participants/viewers and provided them with their expertise and

guidance.Workshop/Training session on Concept Note was conducted

by Mr. Aqeel Gadit (Managing Director World Softech), Mr. Shoaib

Malik (SVP-Head Islamic SME) conducted a session on financials of

startup and Mr. Subhan Sharif (Corporate Trainer) gave a session on

BMC model. Teams actively participated during the session and clear

all their relevant queries.

All in all, four mentorship sessions were also conducted for the

participants and viewers. All mentors themselves were entrepreneurs,

they shared their experiences and provided tips and guidance for a

successful startup. The mentors that were part of the session were Ms.

Samiya Hameed (Founder Swank), Mr. Ghalib Hasnain (Founder

Ghalib Hasnain Photography & Films), Mr. Sheikh Abdul Qadir

(Projects coordination at HInopak Motors Limited), Mr. Khizer Ahmed

(Founder of Hukumjanab. pk), Mr. Sadiq Amin (Director at

NDFinteriors), Ms. Sukaina Abbas (Founder Enchante), Dr. Faheem

Bukhari(Assistant Professor Iqra University), Mr. Ghufran Khalid

(Founder and CEO - LocalMenu technologies), Mr. Faisal Sultan

(Assistant Professor, KAZBIT), Mr. Izhar Abbas(Accelerator Manager

and Investment Analyst at Accelerate Prosperity, Pak).

Dr.Arsalan Hashmi (HoD Finance depart.) gave the closing speech, He

thanks the TEN-CoMS team, the Key Note speakers, the Trainers,

Mentors, and Jury Panel for their guidance, Also appreciate the

participation of KIET students.

Afterward, the NIC’s Panel announced Togetherley as the winner, and

Lettuce as runner up position. The winning prize was sponsored by

Rakht-e-Safar
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Webinar 1.0 

The Entrepreneurial Network (TEN CoMS) conducted a Webinar on 1st December 2020, it went live on official Facebook page of KIET.

Renowned speakers from the corporate world were the Guest Speakers. Objective of the webinar was to promote entrepreneurship and

innovation as a mechanism for social impact and for helping KIET students to become successful entrepreneurs.

Webinar begins with the welcome message of Ms. Rozina Imtiaz, Senior Faculty and In-charge of TEN CoMS.

Later on, First Guest Speaker Mr. Kamal Faridi CEO of 22 Four International Corporation shared his views on “Startups and Entrepreneurship”,

he emphasized on importance of having mentor and right skill in order to be success entrepreneur. Later on, the second Guest Speaker Mr.

Khurram Kalimi Co-Founder and COO of Vinn Crop shared his views on “How to become a successful Entrepreneur, he also urged on the

importance of relevant skill and experience before launching any startup. Last but not the least third Guest Speaker Mr. Syed Azfar Hussain

Program Manager of National Incubation Center (NIC) shared his views on “How to Utilize your digital potential in the new normal” and urged

on the importance of the earning of extra income and going digital.

It ended with the thank note of Dr. Amena, HOD Marketing and Associate Professor KIET.
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